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The Chevron Business Support Center (BASSC), located in Buenos Aires Argentina, is

accepting online applications for the position of Finance Team Leader.If you are looking for a

company where you can make the most of your talent and develop the skills needed for

the Finance of the future, we have plenty of opportunities for you!The Finance Shared

Services has an opening for the position of Team Leader.Having the ability to provide

effective support and leadership through a business environment in constant change

while at the same time balancing compliance / regulatory rules is key to ensure success in

role.In this position, Team lead will have the opportunity to:Lead a work group, provide

direction, and career advice.Exercise/Improve communication and negotiation skills to meet

customers’ high expectations.Strive to deliver exceeding results in a very dynamic business,

producing timely value-adding data to feed the Business’ decision-making process.Innovate,

proactively explore new technologies and adopt growth mindset.Main responsibilities for this

position:Use technology and critical thinking to lead high-quality decisions.Contribute to a

continuous process improvement environment.Guide the team to understand and apply

accounting fundamentals & principles to operational and closing activities.Provide financial

analysis support for the business.Accounting support, Reconciliation review.Strive for

process efficiencies adding value as a core driver in everything we do.Build engaging and

meaningful relationships with internal partners and external customers.Proactive

participation in local and global networksRequired Experience and Qualifications:Finance or

accounting degree with at least 15 years of finance/accounting work experience.5 years of

leadership experience. Demonstrate Growth Mindset to explore new technologies to enable
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innovation.Fluent in written and oral English.Skilled individual user in Microsoft Office suite –

visualization tools Power Bi, automation tools Power App is preferred.SAP, JDE

experienceStrong analytical, problem solving and communication skills, able to work in

dynamic scenarios.Critical thinkingAdaptability to change.Enjoy working with people of

diverse cultural backgrounds.Teamwork, proactive leadershipWhat You'll Do:Chevron offers

opportunities to support our operating companies around the world. The BASSC team

provides support to all Chevron business segments: Upstream, Midstream, Downstream,

Corporate and New Energies. As your career with Chevron progresses, you will have the

opportunity to work in multiple groups. Your initial responsibilities will depend on which

division you join, but may include general oversight of team activities such as:Capital

budgeting and cost analysisCorporate or operating company-specific accounting and

regulatory reportingFinancial forecasting, analysis and reportingFinance/accounting counsel

and consultingInternal controls/complianceLiaise with other finance divisionsTracking

accountability/scorecard metricsSarbanes-Oxley compliance and reportingCorporate and

Excise TaxCreditMonth End Close activitiesAccount ReconciliationsWhat we

offer:Continuous learning and development of your technical, digital and soft skillsDaily

exposure to multiple and dynamic businesses/projectsBecome a key partner of the

transformationClose contact with the latest digital technologiesTeamwork and a global

diverse and inclusive environmentAgile, flexible work environmentSearch for continuous

improvement. Chevron participates in E-Verify in certain locations as required by law. Chevron

Corporation is one of the world's leading integrated energy companies. Through its subsidiaries

that conduct business worldwide, the company is involved in virtually every facet of the

energy industry. Chevron explores for, produces and transports crude oil and natural gas;

refines, markets and distributes transportation fuels and lubricants; manufactures and sells

petrochemicals and additives; generates power; and develops and deploys technologies

that enhance business value in every aspect of the company's operations. Chevron is

based in San Ramon, Calif. More information about Chevron is available at

www.chevron.com . 
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